RigDig BI

Leads to Speed
How a major truck dealer
weathered a market downturn
by using leads to turnover used
trucks and pivot to new markets.

800-288-8262 | RIGDIGBI.com

Case Study: Bruckner’s

The Client: Bruckner’s
As the leading Mack and Volvo truck dealership in the
Southwestern U.S., Bruckner’s specializes in new and used
heavy-duty trucks, trailers and truck parts and services.
Headquartered in Amarillo, Texas, Bruckner’s has locations in
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Louisiana, Kansas and Colorado.
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The Client’s Challenge:
Predicting truck turnover in a down market
Bruckner’s uses Randall-Reilly’s RigDig® Business Intelligence to
maintain their sweet spot of keeping 325 used trucks and trailers
on the lot while selling approximately 100 per month. RigDig
BI provides in-depth fleet profiles designed to target prospects,
arm sales with qualified leads and retain current customers. This
means a proactive approach to identifying both sellers of used
equipment and buyers of existing inventory.
This balance was upended when the oil exploration industry
bottomed out in 2015. Bruckner’s needed to maintain inventory
while expanding into new markets. In addition, they wanted to be
poised for the eventual oil industry recovery.
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The Situation:
Bruckner’s services fleets in the West Texas
Permian Basin, an area that leads the nation’s
drilling rig activity. It’s been a wild ride since
2014 when OPEC refused to cut production,
deliberately driving down crude prices. The
boom busted, and many oil companies,
suppliers and trucking fleets went under as
global supply impacted demand.
Now, there’s a rebound and a new shale oil
boom fuels the recovery.
Just about everyone invested in the boom
and bust times struggled, but Brian Murphy,
vice president of sales for Bruckner’s, says
RigDig BI solutions kept him out of the ditch
when the bottom fell out of the market.
Not only did he have to contend with the
rollercoaster oil industry market’s effect on
his trucking clients, he had to plan for the
recovery and figure out a way to diversify his
clientele.
But how? Here are three main issues and the
data-driven solutions Murphy used to weather
the storm.
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Used truck
market update

Truck inventories are
high and truck sales are
low, especially of 3- to
5-year old sleeper cabs.

Nearly 50 percent
of respondents to
a recent Successful
Dealer survey said the
used truck market is
their second biggest
concern, behind the
technician shortage,
and nearly 72 percent
said they are worried
about falling
vehicle values.

Depreciation on day
cabs is still better than
sleeper cabs, says
Chris Visser, senior
analyst with J.D. Power
Valuation Services

Case Study: Bruckner’s

ISSUE

1

Maintaining in-demand inventory
blend for the right buyers
Business tanked for many of Bruckner’s customers who serviced
the Permian Basin. Those that had the resources to wait it out
parked their trucks and hunkered down. The rest sold off their
trucks and folded their tents. Nobody was interested in buying
trucks but, historically, after a bust eventually comes a boom.

Solution: Murphy needed to go beyond the
usual classified advertisements that everyone else was using.
• He chose RigDig BI to identify the used trucks in the market and
see where they were in their lifecycle.
• He used this information to arm his sales force with targeted
prospects they could quickly reach. These were mostly the
workhorses of the industry, Mack and Volvo trucks used to
transport heavy equipment, water, rock and sand. His group
balanced buying these used trucks and identifying potential
buyers he could sell to in less distressed areas.
• He liked RigDig’s searchable database and how he could use
the filtering option of “oilfield” trucks available for him to buy
and then sell. “I was looking for actionable data that offered real
solutions,” he says.
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ISSUE

2

Pivoting when core markets are saturated
The bust looked bad even to the old-timers, and Murphy knew
he wanted to pivot into new markets and find people who
were not already buying from him. He decided to tap into new
information sources provided by RigDig BI’s powerful database
of over 900,000 active fleets and owner-operators. This helps
leverage market insights crucial toward identifying new markets.

Solution: They began branching out into refuse
and highway equipment. That meant taking a
proactive leap into new markets.
“Without [RigDig BI], along with sales retraining, we
would have had a terrible year in 2016. We not only
survived, we found a lot of new niches. We love
refuse companies that deal in scrap and trash and
we have the equipment they need to be successful,”
Murphy says.
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ISSUE

3

Being ready to pounce on the market comeback
While the new niche markets created needed diversity, Murphy
wanted to be ready to jump back in when things improved. How
could he identify and buy oil-field-ready trucks that have been
idled during the downturn?

Solution: He uses RigDig BI to identify new fleets
they didn’t know had sprung up, target ideal prospects
not already in their database and continues training
sales people to use the information to drive sales — all
while keeping the sweet spot of sales and inventory.
“When the customer wasn’t walking in, RigDig BI
gave us a list of customers to go seek on their own
turf. We used it to develop lists for sales blitzes and
open houses, in addition to the everyday sales calls,”
Murphy says.
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Conclusion
Brian Murphy was an early adopter of data
driven sales solutions. He credits RigDig BI’s
operational data for the successful moving
of used (and new) trucks off his lots. In fact,
used truck sales volume is up 30 percent this
year, due in part to hiring sales talent and
giving them inventory to sell. He uses the
truck history reports to scrutinize high-quality
inventory, and to target maintenance issues,
violations or preferences by brand or model
age. He says his sales team likes how easy it
is to download the leads and read about the
customer.
“Sometimes, one of my sales people will go
into a call knowing more about the company’s
maintenance issues than the owner does,”
Murphy says.
He likens using RigDig BI to a rifle approach
that gives him every pertinent piece of
actionable information he needs for an
aggressive sales strategy.
Josh Sluder, corporate used truck manager
for Bruckner’s says he estimates 3-5 trucks per
month are sold from sales people using RigDig
BI. Sluder says he wants to grow that number.
“I believe our goal of increasing sales from 100
trucks per month to 200 trucks per month
is achievable and RigDig BI can help us get
there,” Sluder says.
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Did you know?
Trucks sold at auction
in 2016 brought in
about 30 percent less
money than in 2015,
while trucks sold retail
only 13 percent less.

Market share is
dependent on the
speed of a dealer
network to unload
used inventory and
accept trade-ins. Nearly
75 percent of dealers
are turning used trucks
at 60 days or more.

Fifty-two percent of
truck buyers had a
used-only transaction
in the past five years.
Those buyers never file
a warranty and they
use cheap parts
and labor.

The faster a dealer
can sell trucks, the
more likely it will pick
up lucrative parts-andservice business.
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The power of proactive
How Bruckner’s uses RigDig BI
to drive sales success
“Used truck sales volume is up 30 percent this year.”
Brian Murphy describes how RigDig BI’s operational data
contributes to their sales success.

“I believe the goal of increasing sales from
100 trucks per month to 200 trucks per month is
achievable and
RigDig BI can help get us there.”
Josh Sluder, corporate used truck manager for Bruckner’s
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Looking toward the future
Murphy is testing a new RIgDig BI feature, Web ID, a website
visitor data program that identifies which fleets are checking
out trucks on Bruckner’s website.

“I was looking for actionable data that offered
real solutions.”
Brian Murphy, vice president of sales for Bruckner’s

“Overall, RigDig BI is a great tool that can help us get
to the next level.”
Joshua Sluder, corporate used truck manager for Bruckner’s

If you would like to schedule a free demo, visit RigDigBI.com
or call 800-288-8262.
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